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it’s about time

From our long summer nights and 
surprising fifth season to our centuries old 
charm fostering tomorrow’s tech talent, 
Estonia has a spellbinding ability to flex its 
space and time, so it’s tailored to you. ©
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Stay for a weekend, or for weeks in 
our remarkable, responsible nation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From its long summer nights and surprising fifth season, to its distinct blend of Baltic, Nordic, Europe and the East, Estonia is a mystery to many. A unique and timeless place with a many layered history. Whether here for a weekend or weeks, travel pioneers will always have the time for remarkable and responsible experiences. And inspired by our independent spirit, these independent minds can explore without limits, trying things at their own tempo. From meticulously maintained medieval architecture to avidly advocated sustainable technology, Estonia’s timelessness is its uniqueness. And from a high-speed weekend to a week-long adventure, even the most seasoned culture seekers will discover something unexpected. Hear the echoes of bygone eras rippple through the regeneration of once lost buildings. Sense the never-ending pulse of progress in Telliskivi Creative City. Move to the rhythm of the nation, through stirring song and dance. Take a slow, sustainable food journey through the tastes of tomorrow. Witness the years that led to independence come alive through Tallinn’s progressive urban artists. Discover social influencers that are centuries old. Find everything moves slowly, except for the WiFi. Each street and each meeting gives you moments that last a lifetime. Every minute brings you new inspirations, new incentives to cherish old ways and new reasons to look ahead to a flourishing future. Visit Estonia. It’s about time.



in an instant

+ official name: Republic of Estonia
+ population: 1.3 million
+ area: 45,227 square km
+ currency: EUR
+ official language: Estonian
+ member of: EU, Eurozone, OECD, 

NATO and Schengen

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Located in Northern Europe, Estonia is slightly larger than Denmark, Switzerland, or the Netherlands. Estonia is a delightfully compact country – in just a few hours you can get from one end of the country to the other, no need to choose between a city break, a spa-holiday or relaxing in nature. You can have it all!Estonian, our official language, is a Finno-Ugric language and therefore closely related to Finnish. Culturally we are at the crossroads of Northern, Western, and Eastern Europe. Demographically, 70% of inhabitants of Estonia are Estonians. English, Russian, and Finnish are also widely spoken.First settlements in this area date from around 8500 BC. Since the crusades in the 13th century, Estonia has been ruled by different nations: Germans, Danes, Swedes, Russians, Poles. The Republic of Estonia was established in 1918 and independence was regained in 1991.






realise nature is 
only ever a 
heartbeat away

Experience our natural beauty
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Awaken in a place where the alarm call is a symphony of wildlifeDiscover summer sunsets that last a lifetimeUncover forgotten landscapes from a lost ageMove by pedal or paddle to the beat of the birdsongEscape the urban race at a food powered paceTake it down a gear and wonder at a wilder lifeManifestoEstonia is a country where protected natural wonders are never more than minutes away. Travellers can catch a few precious hours of reflection or lose all sense of time on a journey that lasts a lifetime. Voyages around our 2,222 unspoilt islands are measured by the ebb and flow of tides. The endless forests we’re safeguarding for our children seem to have their own time zone. Our morning alarm call is a symphony of birdsong. Our thriving populations of bears and wolves hark back to primal days. Taking a deep breath in some of the cleanest air in the world will wipe away years of cares. And our summer sunsets go on forever. But the wonder you’ll feel most is for the change that slowly happens within. Your mind clears, your soul stirs, and your heart begins to beat to the rhythm of nature. You feel passion for the preserved landscapes and wildlife we treasure and feel full of hope about them flourishing forever.



reflect on a 
schedule as clear 
as our waters

+ low population density
+ 4th urban air quality in the world
+ 51% of mainland covered with forests
+ 20% of the country is national parks
+ 22% of farmland is certified organic, 

2nd best in Europe©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some Estonian regions are home to just 6.5 people per square km, and it’s easy to find peace and quiet in untouched nature, which is a scarce commodity in other parts of the world. This makes Estonia the perfect destination for silent tourism, which is growing in popularity worldwide. In terms of air quality, Estonia ranks among the very best in Europe.Estonia has six unique national parks with diverse hiking trails leading through picturesque bogs and ancient forests. Luckier nature enthusiasts can later boast sightings of such big wild animals like moose or brown bears, who are very rare in other parts of Europe – or visit the best European bird watching locations.



find with so much to 
see there’s an extra 
season to see it

+ 2nd best place for bird watching in Europe
+ more than 2,000 km of hiking trails
+ limestone cliffs and lake-studded hills
+ 3,800-km-long coastline for yachting
+ over 2,000 islands
+ sandy beaches
+ five seasons©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can hike all the way through Estonia on hiking trails. The State Forest Management Centre has provided the trails with huts as well as camp and campfire sites.Although Estonia is small, the landscape is very diverse: the northern and western coast have an abundance of limestone and juniper trees; whereas in the hilly Southern Estonia, you’ll find picturesque lakes that are often warm enough for swimming from May to October.There are numerous small harbours that are only a day of sailing away all around Estonia.Many Estonian islands have a unique culture and nature that cannot be found on the mainland – for example, the cultural space of the Kihnu Island has been included in a heritage list by UNSECO.Most of the islands are just a short ferry or boat ride away from the western or northern coast. They are characterized by pine and juniper forests. You can wander along peaceful rural roads that stretch along the coastline, passing old lighthouses and windmills that have stood there for centuries.Unlike a usual busy resort, the sandy beaches of Estonia have enough space to enjoy your privacy at the beach. The warmest are the lakes and the sea of the Estonian western coast.In addition to four seasons, there is a unique period, i.e. a fifth season in Estonia, during which you can canoe in certain forests and meadows due to summer floods.



find sustainable living 
is a timeless tradition, 
not a trend

Experience a responsible, remarkable nation
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take it down a 
gear and wonder 
at a wilder life

+ top 10 cleanest air in the world
+ Tallinn - European Green Capital 2023
+ More than 50% of land certified organic
+ top 5 country for sustainable tourism
+ Green Key and EHE accreditation schemes©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discover a deeper, more sustainable connection to our people and our placeEstonia ranks 7th in the world for clean air, according to the WHOTallinn is the official European Green Capital for 2023With our organic forests and agricultural land, over 50% of the nation is certified organicIn Euromonitor International’s list of top countries for sustainable tourism, Estonia ranks 4thOur accommodation and experiences are certified sustainable by international and national benchmarking schemes



move from skyline to 
shoreline in no time

Experience our compact nation
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journeys that take 
minutes, memories 
that last a lifetime

+ easy to swap between mainland and an 
island or city and nature

+ hotels, venues, restaurants and sights 
are within walking distance

+ 15km to the nearest bog from any 
given point in Estonia©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can quickly escape the city bustle and arrive at a serene forest lake.Towns are so compact that hotels, venues, restaurants and sights are easily within walking distance from one another. Tallinn airport is 15 minutes from the city centre by tram. Estonia is one of the best places in the world for a bog hike: so, come and see the landscape formed over thousands of years and swim in bog lakes with exceptionally clean water.



discover time travel 
down medieval 
streets

Experience medieval and modern
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ManifestoEstonia is a nation built by centuries of change and influence. It’s Nordic meets Baltic. It’s Europe meets the East. It’s our meticulously maintained medieval architecture and our avidly advocated sustainable technology. The timelessness is its uniqueness. Hear the echoes of bygone eras resonate with strident visions for the future in the regeneration of once lost buildings. Sense the never-ending pulse of progress in Telliskivi Creative City.  Witness the years that led to independence come alive through progressive urban artists. Discover social influencers that are centuries old. Each street and each meeting gives you moments that last a lifetime. Every minute brings you new inspirations, new incentives to cherish old ways and new reasons to look ahead to a flourishing future.



uncover heritage 
buildings harbouring
tomorrow’s tech 

+ historic ambience
+ medieval walls and Gothic churches
+ cities have high-tech conveniences 

always at hand©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First-time visitors are often amazed by Estonia’s historic ambience. You can stroll past medieval walls and Gothic churches. At the same time, Estonian cities are surprisingly modern, with the latest high-tech conveniences always at hand. Visitors can stay at world-famous hotel brands like Radisson and Hilton in modern buildings, but also at boutique hotels in Tallinn old town. It is the combination of old and new that gives Estonia its unique flavour. Estonia boasts a variety of architectural sights from different eras that have been destroyed in other countries. For example, Tallinn is the best preserved medieval capital in Northern Europe, the Kadriorg district in Tallinn surprises with its baroque castle and park built buy the Russian czar Peter I, the wooden architecture adds a certain cosiness to Estonian resort towns.



realise fairytale 
places are anything 
but fiction 

Experience UNESCO approved adventures
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explore a living 
timeline from city 
to coastline

+ Tallinn’s medieval Old Town
+ Struve’s Geodetic Arc©
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UNESCO
World Heritage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tallinn has managed to preserve a great deal of architecture of medieval and Hanseatic origin. Here you can find cobblestone streets dotted with churches and grandiose merchant houses. The Old Town is filled with restaurants, bars, museums and galleries, enjoyed by locals and visitors alike.The Struve Geodetic Arc was named after the astronomer Friedrich Georg Wilhelm Struve from the University of Tartu. Between 1816 and 1855 he and his colleagues calculated the first accurate measurements of a meridian to establish the size and shape of the Earth. The 2,820 km long segment reaches from Northern Norway to the Black Sea. Three out of the 34 listed original station points are found in Estonia.



uncover forgotten 
landscapes from 
a lost age

+ West Estonian archipelago©
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UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
West Estonian Archipelago Biosphere Reserve comprises the West Estonian islands as well as numerous islets and marine parts. Our nature has remained unique, untouched and diverse thanks to the skills and knowledge of local people living in harmony with nature. The islands offer a wide variety of experiences in the forests, at sea and on land. The traces of large meteorites that have fallen to these islands in ancient times still stand out today.



join the rhythm of a 
nation and the original 
social network 

+ Kihnu Island’s lifestyle
+ the Estonian Song and Dance Celebration
+ the Seto leelo singing tradition
+ Võrumaa’s smoke sauna traditions
+ Soomaa dugout tree boat building tradition©
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UNESCO
Intangible Cultural Heritage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Originating from seal hunters and fishermen, Kihnu’s community of about 400 inhabitants continue to be defined by its rich cultural traditions: the local dialect, wedding parties, calendar festivities, songs, games, dances and traditional crafts. Kihnu women are the only Estonians who still wear traditional costumes daily – homespun vertically-striped skirts, which vary according to the age and status of the women and also depend on the occasion.Estonian Song and Dance Festival traditions date back to 1869. Each time the events bring together over 100,000 people at the festival grounds (about 1/10 of the population). There are no mere spectators, everyone is a part of the celebration. Seeing and hearing all these people sing together is a truly unforgettable experience. The impressive Tallinn Song Festival Grounds are located by the sea and can be visited year round.The polyphonic singing tradition, Seto leelo, is truly unique, nothing sounds quite like it. In addition to the leelo singing, the whole Setomaa region in Southern Estonia is well worth a visit to taste their traditional food and see the local fortress-farm architecture. The so-called Kingdom Day is celebrated every year.Listen to the leelo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSXcYph-OdcSaunas are part of everyday life for Estonians, but head to Võromaa if you are looking for something more exotic. Everything about it is special, from how the sauna is built, firewood preparation, and heating the stove (which takes hours), to making the bath whisks and meat smoking. The local way of life makes you slow down, let go of stressful thoughts and leave the restless modern life behind. It is a physical and mental experience you will undoubtedly cherish for a long time.Sooma’s dugout tree building tradition crafts canoe-like boats, hollowed from a single tree. Visitors can experience the complex process for themselves, learning heritage crafts from the local community of masters, apprentices and the wider community. The boats are an essential part of life in Soomaa but today, only 5 master practitioners remain, and for the last 20 years only one or two boats are made each year.



see our cities as a 
canvas and witness a 
real-time renaissance

+ Tallinn – city of music (from 2022)
+ Tartu – city of literature
+ Viljandi – creative city of crafts and folk art©
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UNESCO
Creative Cities Network

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tallinn named UNESCO City of Music from 2022 - Tallinn will bear the title of UNESCO City of Music from 2022. The Estonian capital is among 49 new cities designated as members of the UNESCO Creative Cities Network.Tartu was accepted into UNESCO's Creative Cities Network and received the international title of City of Literature at the end of 2015.In 2019, Viljandi was granted the status of a UNESCO Creative City of Crafts and Folk Art. The southern Estonian town is known for its annual folk festival, that has been running since 1993 and attracts around 20,000 visitors each year. The town is also a host to the University of Tartu – Viljandi Culture Academy, teaching Estonian native crafts and the Estonian Traditional Music Centre. Viljandi’s theatre, Ugala, recently celebrated its centenary.



dine where fast 
food comes as 
fast as it grows

Experience pure food
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Savour the stories as much as the flavoursTaste a moment that lasts a lifetimeEnjoy aromas that evoke a 7,000 year historyWatch next generation chefs reimagine old traditionsDiscover chefs as fresh as the ingredientsForage for a day and uncover your farmer’s mindsetManifestoEstonia slowly simmers with honoured culinary styles and stories. Gastro travellers are enchanted by the unexpected mix of generations-old traditions and up-to-the-minute innovations. Here, fine dining can last a day, and fast food comes as fast as it grows. It’s this complexity that compels visitors to take quality time to sip, savour and seek knowledge behind the scenes. Steaming black rye bread baked in a preserved watermill can evoke 7,000 years of history. A leisurely eleven-course Nordic menu can take half a day to devour. A zero-waste dining experience is born from our farmer’s mindset. Hours can slip away while scouring the forest floor for the yellow caps of chantarelle mushrooms. A secret restaurant reached only by river is an experience worth waiting for. Time after time, our culinary culture will inspire obsession in food lovers. A heartfelt respect for our cooking crafts of bygone days and a genuine desire to support our forward-thinking kitchen creatives. When it comes to following your passion for dining and drinking, there is no clock-watching.



taste the world in a 
weekend as centuries 
simmer together

+ MICHELIN Guide Estonia since 2022
+ White Guide restaurants quality system
+ old traditions meet gastronomic trends
+ cosy cafes and home restaurants
+ microbreweries
+ clean environment, excellent local produce©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Contemporary Estonian food is characterized by a fusion of latest gastronomic trends and old traditions. Little breweries, cosy cafes and home restaurants exist side by side with Scandinavian top cuisine made from seasonal organically grown food. This diversity makes a trip to Estonia a true culinary adventure.Over one hundred Estonian restaurants are part of the best Scandinavian restaurants’ listed in the White Guide. Estonian craft beer is becoming more and more popular both in Estonia and abroad.



feel the pulse of 
progress through 
art and culture

Experience festivals and events
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move to the beat oat 
the pace you prefer

+ over 200 festivals and major events a year
+ PÖFF – A-category film festival
+ Jazzkaar – biggest jazz festival in Baltics
+ Tallinn Music Week – festival for tomorrow’s

music, arts and ideas
+ Rally Estonia – the WRC Rally Championship
+ Simple Session – World’s premium annual 

BMX and skateboarding event©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Estonia is inspirational. Over 200 festivals and major events take place every year – covering music, film, art, folklore, and sports. It’s enough to fill the entire calendar, not to mention different venues – islands, bogs, lakes, and open fields. 



imagine the 
future is only 
a click away

Experience our digital society
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find everything 
moves slowly 
except for the WiFi

+ most digital society in the world 
+ 99% of state services are online
+ country is covered with fast 4G internet
+ all hotels and most eateries offer free WiFi
+ opportunity to become an e-resident©
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Estonia is the world’s first country to also function as a digital service. This is also one of the reasons why all hotels and most restaurants/cafés offer free WiFi.Our unique approach is to offer a variety of state services to people outside of Estonia with an e-residency program. The e-residency enables you to register a company online, digitally sign and exchange encrypted documents, conduct secure online bank transfers, and make tax declarations electronically. In 2005, Estonia became the first nation in history to offer internet voting in a nationwide election.



aitäh!

visitestonia

visitestonia.com
estonianway.com
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